Leading global manufacturer of innovative drive technology
Travel around the world and start directly from your home office!

Global service professional for intelligent drive systems
We are an internationally active group of companies with over 2,200 employees and one of the world's leading manufacturers of
special gears, drive elements and test systems. Our high product quality and flexibility in responding to customer requests are
among our outstanding strengths. Due to our strong growth, we are currently looking for a service professional or a broad-based
technician and experienced expert who wants to develop further and is willing to travel extensively.
After undergoing intensive training at the main factory in southern Germany, you will
assume worldwide service assignments. You will carry out installations, commissioning,
maintenance and repairs of special gear units. In addition, error analysis during
troubleshooting and the requisite documentation thereof belong to your tasks. You will be
generally supported in your work by customer employees who will guide and instruct you
professionally. Your base is your home office, therefore a move is not necessary. By
regularly attending training courses and specialised advanced training courses, we keep you
up-to-date with our innovations.

• Implementation of worldwide service
operations
• Installation, commissioning and
repair of special drives
• Start of assignment from home office
• Manage and coordination of
customer employees
• Regular advanced training

After successful completion of your vocational training as an industrial mechanic,
mechatronics technician, or electrician (possibly as a master craftsman or technician) you
have gained practical experience in service. With your high technical understanding, you will
be in a position to record the functions of the very different drive systems and carry out any
service tasks independently. You are flexible and ready to travel globally. You are eager to
discover the world, and you also enjoy dealing with people from different cultures. With
your pragmatic, hands-on character, your assertiveness and your friendly, service-oriented
demeanour, you will be our “face” to the customer.

• Mechanic, electrician, mechatronics
technician, master craftsman or
technician, if applicable
• Willingness to travel
• High flexibility
• Good command of English
• Customer-oriented demeanour

If you are interested in this challenging and varied task and are looking for exceptionally good
development opportunities in an international environment, then we look forward to getting to know
you! We offer you an innovative, financially strong company with a respectful and team-oriented
culture as well as an excellent compensation package. Please send your complete application
documents by email stating the reference number AS312H to the personnel consultancy vietenplus
commissioned by us, attn. Mr Schneider, bewerbung@vietenplus.de. Ms Richter and Ms Fischer will
be happy to answer any of your initial questions by telephone on +49 (0)4102-66725-0. Confidentiality
is guaranteed.

